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Le connaître n’est pas réduit à un seul mode opératoire. Il faut la perspective historique, il faut aller au-delà de l’abstraction et découvrir une réalité inscrite dans le destin. C’est cette dimension marquée par l’ambiguïté du temps et de l’histoire que souligne Tillich. Le courant méthodique et technique, marqué par l’hégémonie du *Logos* doit se mettre en tension avec la dimension kairotique. Parler d’une manifestation de l’absolu dans le temps, c’est parler aussi d’un temps favorable, accompli, d’un temps d’où l’absolu vient à la rencontre de l’être humain. Le *Kairos*, c’est le temps de l’irruption de l’absolu. Il transfigure la réalité donnée. Reconnaître l’absolu dans le temps ce n’est pas *analyser* le temps, c’est croire à la venue de l’absolu.

« La crise de la science » est surtout la protestation contre une scientificité autosuffisante, étrangère au processus de la vie. Un peu à l’exemple de Hegel, Tillich tente d’éluder la question de savoir comment la religion est possible pour son époque et pour ses contemporains. Si la science développe des méthodes pour maîtriser la réalité, la théologie indique dans quelle direction exercer cette maîtrise. Avec sa raison, l’homme vit dans le domaine des préoccupations relatives, mais il a aussi conscience de son infinie potentiel. Cette conscience se manifeste sous forme de préoccupation ultime. L’expérience exatique d’une préoccupation ultime ne détruit pas la raison. L’extase ne détruit pas la rationalité, elle l’accomplie. Les querelles entre théologie et science opposent une certaine conception de la foi et une certaine conception de la science. La vérité de la science et la vérité de la théologie ne se situent pas dans la même dimension de sens. Tillich permet de redonner aux sciences normatives, à la philosophie comme à la théologie, la pleine mesure de leur pertinence pour notre temps.
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Raymond Klibansky (1905-2005) is well known in the interdisciplinary world of twentieth century cultural history, philosophy, art, myth, iconography, and religion. For those familiar with this particular genre, Klibansky’s *Saturn and Melancholy* and the *Corpus Platonicum Medii Aevi* series are classics in the field. The Warburg Institute, associated with the Courtauld Institute of Art after its move to London, especially through the *Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes*, was Klibansky’s intellectual home ever since its beginnings in the 1920s in Hamburg. Klibansky was also one of the founders of the Warburg Institute periodical *Medieval*
and Renaissance Studies, which sporadically produced six issues between April, 1941 and November, 1968.

The Warburg Institute and Library moved to London in 1933 to escape Nazi persecution, eventually becoming a part of the University of London. It is noteworthy that a legal wrangle between the Institute and the University of London was decided in favour of the Warburg Trust Deed at about the same time as the anniversary conference on Klibansky which eventually spawned this volume. It seems that the Warburg Institute will now live on as will the legacy of Raymond Klibansky. There is also a significant Canadian connection for Klibansky made McGill University and the Institut d’études médiévales de l’Université de Montréal (1947-1968) his professional redoubt immediately after the Second World War until his retirement in 1975.

This volume grew out of a conference in 2015 on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of Klibansky’s death. The volume, drawing extensively on previously unpublished and uncited sources, is as much a tribute to Klibansky as it is a celebration of the history of the Warburg Library as an interdisciplinary cultural institution and his formative influence on its development. One of the more revealing historical facts in this volume is the role Klibansky played as a key instigator of the idea to move the Warburg Library to England at the outset of the Nazi rise to power. Gertrud Bing and the enigmatic Walter Solmitz are unsung heroes in this effort. Warburg confidant Fritz Saxl did the financial heavy lifting, but the whole transition was originally Klibansky’s intellectual offspring.

Part One covers the early years and exile to London of Klibansky and the Warburg Library. Part Two deals with Klibansky’s unique contributions to the continuity of the Platonic tradition in the Middle Ages, while Part Three is devoted to the somewhat tortuous foibles of the *Saturn and Melancholy* Project, with its intrigues of authorship and missed publication deadlines. The range of writers mentioned by the various contributors to the volume under review, from Aby Warburg, Ernst Cassirer, Edgar Wind, and Fritz Saxl in the early days of the formation of the Library Network to Erwin Panofsky, Frances Yates, Lotte Labowsky, and Ernst Gombrich in the later years, is panoramic to say the least. If one ever wanted to know how the iconic, the image, the symbolic, and the “engram” became such formidable forces in our culture, this is the book for you. If you are a devotee of the arcane science of creative library cataloguing, then Aby Warburg’s fourfold classification of books into “image, word, orientation, and action” can only agitate your curiosity. For those uninitiated into the Warburg library culture, the Introduction by the editors and Georges Leroux gives a good chronology of events and a serviceable gallery of scholars and library hanger-ons.

Part One has contributions ranging from the worthy survey of the Warburg Library Network by Elizabeth Sears to Jillian Tomm’s meticulous analysis of Klibansky’s personal library now archived at McGill University. There is an emphasis in this Part on the difficulties of intellectual German Judaism in the 1920s. It is only through the singular dedication of a minimal number of associates around Aby Warburg, who died in 1929, that the Warburg Network survived the diaspora of the 1930s. The Warburg circle embodied a pan-European secular humanism deeply receptive to history and thoroughly committed to painstaking, yet innovative,
scholarship. They were more than bibliophiles. The scholars of the Warburg Network aspired to be transnational, multi-disciplinary investigators who envisaged the embodiment of their intellectual efforts in unique libraries and collections structured and shelved in specific formats and styles. In today’s world of digital humanities Warburg librarianism is musty, if not a shade cultish, but still a magnet for many.

Professional scholars of Medieval thought, especially Platonists, will find in Part Two, entitled “The Continuity of the Platonic Tradition,” some significant content. Klibansky early on in his academic career became aware of the need to develop a Platonic counterpart in the Middle Ages to the dominant Latin tradition of Aristotelian commentary. The essay by Regina Weber in Part Two traces this development from the Cusanus edition of the 1920s to the launch of the *Corpus Platonicum Medii Aevi* with the publication of *The Continuity of the Platonic Tradition during the Middle Ages* in 1939. Weber points out that the Warburg circle was modelled very much on the fifteenth-century Platonic Academy in Florence. Marsilio Ficino and Pico della Mirandola were the pre-eminent philosophers and translators of this school, which represented a lost paradise for the scholars of the Warburg Institute.

Georges Leroux, in his essay on the *Corpus Platonicum Medii Aevi*, provides a critical and measured discussion of Klibansky’s conception of what aspects of Platonism coursed through the Middle Ages, i.e. apart from the appropriation of the *Timaeus* for purposes of lending a scientific colouring to medieval cosmology. I would especially commend Leroux’s concluding remarks (pp. 175 -177) on the importance of viewing the transmission of this tradition from a wider cultural and philosophical perspective than one limited to the philological lens of Latin translations and critical editions. As a young scholar in the1930s Klibansky had a very ambitious and novel research agenda for the *Corpus Platonicum Medii Aevi*. It envisaged a coverage of multiple Platonic paths through the Middle Ages by way of a three part series, a *Plato Latinus*, a *Plato Arabus*, and a *Plato Byzantinus*. The *Plato Latinus* project was the most crucial for Klibansky because it charted a direct tradition of Platonism through Western thought. *Plato Arabus* investigates an indirect tradition as it relates back to the Medieval Latin world, while *Plato Byzantinus*, which was planned in some detail but unfortunately never completed, saw a Platonic continuity in the East, from the closing of the Academy by Justinian to the new Academy of Florence, that was in many ways stronger than in the Latin West.

Klibansky’s early work, such as his first doctoral dissertation under Ernst Hoffmann on Proclus, was based on a manuscript he had discovered in Nicholas of Cusa’s library. Proclus was the main Neo-Platonic source for late medieval Platonism. It was the early Dominican theologian Wilhelm of Moerbeke in the thirteenth century who translated into Latin Proclus’s commentary on the *Parmenides*, which included the hitherto considered lost conclusion of the commentary in the last Part of Book VII. Klibansky’s principal thesis is that there is no definite break in the Platonic tradition from the medieval world to Renaissance Platonism. There is an opposition between a mystical and religious Platonism, which has its source in the *Parmenides* vis-à-vis the Proclean commentary and rooted in negative theology, and the physical cosmology of Medievalism which drew its inspiration from the *Timaeus*. Leroux, however, takes to heart the criticism of Paul Kristeller and Carlos Steel that Klibansky “exaggerated” the influence of the limited Latin translations on the
period’s overall conception of Platonism. Klibansky contributed enormously to the accepted view that there is more to this tradition than one would think in light of the overbearing Aristotelian Latinus corpus, but the tradition is very complex, still very much elusive, and maybe will remain so.

Part Three, which contains five essays, is devoted to the *Saturn and Melancholy* Project which probably gave Klibansky more headaches than any other undertaking, mostly because of Erwin Panofsky’s antagonistic and elliptical engagement. Panofsky wanted basically nothing to do with the Project after the publication of *The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer* in 1943, but was nonetheless drawn into it well after the war. Figure 8.2 in Elisabeth Otto’s schematic overview of the “Melancholy Project” provides an excellent chronological graphic of this massive undertaking from Karl Giehlow’s work in 1903 to the *Saturn und Melancholie* of 1990. It is, however, the “melancholy” of Davide Stimilli’s essay in this volume that reveals the Project’s genesis despite an extended antagonism between Klibansky and Panofsky about authorship. Ultimately, the conflict of authorial attribution is apparently resolved when Panofsky and Klibansky co-sign the Preface to the *Saturn and Melancholy* in 1964.

The essay by Philippe Despoix, “Melancholy and Saturn: A Long-Term Collective Project of the Warburg Library,” is for this reviewer the most substantive contribution to Part Three. “The Melencolia is a cursed business from beginning to end,” Lotte Labowsky writes to Klibansky on May 25, 1949. And it probably remained that way until his death. Aby Warburg was keen to take on the project after Giehlow’s death in 1913. Warburg wanted to infuse Dürer’s famous engraving with his well-known formula of “humanistic comfort against the fear inspired by Saturn.” Seeing human fate in its relations to the gods and the cosmos was an integral mainstay of the Warburg program. The Melancholy theme became emblematic of Warburg culture. Klibansky was in the thick of this culture and Project for many decades as it catalogued the complex intersection of the history of art, literature, mythology, and philosophy.

Like just about any collection of essays, one will look in vain in this book for a comprehensive and explicit statement of Klibansky’s view of philosophy or scholarship in general. Where might all this toil in the vineyards lead? The Warburg Library Network may seem more like a concatenation of scholarly studies than a systematic school of philosophy. It is ecumenical in welcoming a vast array of academic undertakings. Indeed, there is even an essay in this volume on tolerance. Maybe this is good for the survival of the Network, and flourish it should. How much of its far-flung empire will contribute to philosophy in the future, or what form this may take, remains to be seen. This volume is certainly a significant contribution to Warburg culture and its Canadian subsidiary.

The bibliography has three components: (i) a list of archives, (ii) the principal works of Klibansky in chronological order, and (iii) a general bibliography of primary and secondary sources. There is also a somewhat helpful general index of mostly proper names. A short Afterword by the editors serves as a conclusion which provides a new perspective on Klibansky’s contributions to the Warburg circle. That circle will undoubtedly continue to develop in different countries, such as Canada, with the contributions of the rising scholars in this volume in addition to the longstanding
and well established support of people like Princeton historian Anthony Grafton and Jeffrey Hamburger, the Harvard art historian.
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THÉOLOGIE


Professeur émérite de l’Université de Louvain-La-Neuve, membre actif du Réseau de recherche en Narratologie et Bible (RRENAB), André Wénin est connu et apprécié pour ses analyses fines et créatives. Tel qu’il le laisse entendre dans le titre, l’A. entreprend d’étudier des psaumes qui ont été omis intégralement ou partiellement dans la liturgie catholique à partir du Concile Vatican II en raison de leurs propos violents : « L’hypothèse de ce petit ouvrage sera que, malgré tous ces obstacles qui suscitent autant de réticences plus que légitimes, on n’a pas avantage à les éviter, encore moins à les évacuer. » (p. 17) L’A. propose des pistes de lecture anthropologiques, théologiques et spirituelles pour approcher ces textes sans pour autant prétendre résoudre toutes les difficultés.

Sa réflexion se développe à travers cinq chapitres. Dans les trois premiers chapitres, sont analysés des psaumes intégralement absents dans la liturgie catholique, c’est-à-dire les psaumes 58, 83 et 109. Dans le quatrième chapitre, l’A. aborde des psaumes qui ont été partiellement amputés, c’est-à-dire les psaumes 35, 69 et 59. Ils expriment le cri de personnes persécutées injustement qui supplient Dieu par des paroles violentes à l’endroit de leurs agresseurs. Dans le dernier et cinquième chapitre, l’A. montre que l’omission d’une partie significative, comme dans les psaumes 137 et 139, revient à passer sous silence le sens initial de la prière pour en rédiger une autre. Ce psaume remanié reflète non plus la spiritualité et la théologie de l’Israël biblique, mais celle de la personne qui a réarrangé le texte. En conclusion, l’A. souligne la fonction éducative des psaumes de supplication ou de lamentation, ainsi que l’importance de les prier.

Pour chaque psaume considéré, l’A. procède à une étude dite littéraire – et non historique – minutieuse, en trois temps. Il commence par dégager la structure en tenant compte des répétitions, des parallèles et de la syntaxe, sans négliger les difficultés philologiques du texte hébreu. Ensuite, chaque partie de la structure est interprétée afin de mettre en évidence la cohérence interne du texte. L’A. cherche à comprendre ce que dit le psalmiste en distinguant la description de sa situation et celle des autres personnes qui sont concernées; la façon dont il vit la souffrance; le type de relation qu’il cultive avec Dieu; ses peurs et ses attentes. En conclusion de chacun des trois premiers chapitres, l’A. présente une synthèse des résultats de sa recherche sur ce que dit le texte.